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Abstract

Determination of Solar EUV Intensity and Ion Flux
from Langmuir Probe Current Characteristics

Madeleine Holmberg

This report presents a model to determine the solar Extreme UltraViolet (EUV)
intensity and the ion flux in the vicinity of Saturn, by using measurements from the
Langmuir probe, a plasma investigation instrument, of the Cassini satellite. The model
is based on in situ measurements and does therefore provide an improved estimation
of the wanted parameters compared to previously used calculations based only on the
EUV flux measured near Earth. The solar EUV and ion flux were determined by
analysing and processing the current measurements from the Cassini Langmuir probe
in several steps. Initially the time intervals where the measured current were
expected to be due only to the photoelectron current was extracted. The
photoelectron current is the part of the measured probe current that is only due to
electrons ejected from the probe by photons coming from the Sun. The
measurements showed a periodic behaviour which was concluded to be due to the
attitude of the satellite. This interfering effect was corrected for and the data was
then plotted against an EUV index, estimated from a traditionally used proxy of the
EUV flux near Earth; the F10.7 solar radio flux index. In agreement with the theory of
the photoelectric effect a linear relationship between the EUV flux and the
photoelectron current mph was expected. A least square linear fit to the extracted
photoelectron current data provided the relation, for the Langmuir probe on Cassini,
in the form of the equation mph=0.1842EUV+0.2405, where mph is the
photoelectron current in nA and EUV is the EUV index in W/Hzm^2. The derived
equation is the result of the study, showing how to estimate the solar EUV flux using
the Langmuir probe current measurements. This result was used to derive the other
wanted parameter, the ion flux. The derivation was done by calculating the
photoelectron current mph at all time and subtracting the result from the total
current. The retrieved difference gives the magnitude of the ion current for every
measurement.
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ABSTRACT

This report presents a model to determine the solar Extreme UltraViolet (EUV)
intensity and the ion flux in the vicinity of Saturn, by using measurements from
the Langmuir probe, a plasma investigation instrument, of the Cassini satellite.
The model is based on in situ measurements and does therefore provide an improved
estimation of the wanted parameters compared to previously used calculations
based only on the EUV flux measured near Earth. The solar EUV and ion flux
were determined by analysing and processing the current measurements from the
Cassini Langmuir probe in several steps. Initially the time intervals where the
measured current were expected to be due only to the photoelectron current was
extracted. The photoelectron current is the part of the measured probe current that
is only due to electrons ejected from the probe by photons coming from the Sun.
The measurements showed a periodic behaviour which was concluded to be due
to the attitude of the satellite. This interfering effect was corrected for and the
data was then plotted against an EUV index, estimated from a traditionally used
proxy of the EUV flux near Earth; the F10.7 solar radio flux index. In agreement
with the theory of the photoelectric effect a linear relationship between the EUV
flux and the photoelectron current mph was expected. A least square linear fit to
the extracted photoelectron current data provided the relation, for the Langmuir
probe on Cassini, in the form of the equation mph = 0.1842EUV + 0.2405, where
mph is the photoelectron current in nA and EUV is the EUV index in W/Hzm2.
The derived equation is the result of the study, showing how to estimate the solar
EUV flux using the Langmuir probe current measurements. This result was used
to derive the other wanted parameter, the ion flux. The derivation was done by
calculating the photoelectron current mph at all time and subtracting the result
from the total current. The retrieved difference gives the magnitude of the ion
current for every measurement.
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1
INTRODUCTION

The Swedish Institute of Space Physics (Institutet för rymdfysik, IRF) is operating
an instrument on the Cassini-Huygens spacecraft (S/C) that is at this date orbiting
Saturn. This instrument is a Langmuir probe that measures the properties, such
as density, temperature, flow speed and mean ion mass, of the ambient plasma.
The results from the measurements can tell us much about the Saturnian system.
One interesting parameter of the Langmuir probe data is the magnitude of the
photoelectron current, i.e. the current induced by the photoelectric effect caused
by the photons from the Sun hitting the S/C and the probe. The photoelectron
current is important to determine, as it is not due to the ambient plasma, but to
the presence of the probe itself. Estimating the photoelectron current will thus
make investigations of the surroundings of Saturn more precise. In this report
a method to derive the photoelectron current is presented. The estimation is
made by studying and processing data from several years of Langmuir probe
measurements. Since the method is based on in situ data it is more useful than
estimations based only on solar EUV measurements made near Earth. The first
step of the method was to extract the photoelectron current from the total measured
current. The extracted data showed a periodic behaviour which was concluded
to be due to the attitude of the satellite and this interfering effect was corrected
for. The data was then plotted against an estimated EUV index, based on a
traditionally used proxy of the EUV flux near Earth; the F10.7 solar radio flux
index, to derive a linear relationship between the photoelectron current and the
EUV index. A linear relation was assumed since, according to the theory of the
photoelectric effect, every ejected electron corresponds to one absorbed photon.
As a second step in the investigation the estimated photoelectron current was used
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

to derive the ion current, an important parameter that may be used to describe the
behaviour of the ions of the plasma surrounding Saturn.

Included in the report is a description of the environment, i.e. Saturn and its
surroundings, and the instrument, i.e. Cassini and the Langmuir probe, relevant
for the subject. Chapter 3 presents the model for deriving the wanted parameters
and the results are presented in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 includes some suggestions
on improvements of the model and also some proposals on future investigations.
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2
THE ENVIRONMENT AND THE

INSTRUMENT

This chapter gives a brief overview of Saturn, its magnetosphere and its interaction
with the solar wind. This is followed by a description of the Cassini-Huygens S/C
and one of its plasma investigation instruments, the Langmuir probe. A summary
of the theory behind the Langmuir probe is also included, and ending the chapter
is a section on the effect of solar radiation on the probe measurements.

2.1 Saturn

Saturn is the sixth planet from the Sun, located at a mean distance of 9.5 AU from
the center of our Solar System. It is a gas giant, mainly consisting of hydrogen
and helium, with an average density, ρS ,av = 0.69 g/m3, even smaller than the
density of water, ρH2O = 0.99 g/m3. Despite this low density its mass is 95 times
the mass of the Earth, which of course is due to its larger size. With an equatorial
radius of 60,330 km its volume is around 760 times the volume of the Earth.

Saturn has an impressive ring system extending from about 1.11 Saturn radii,
RS , to at least 8 RS from the center of the planet. The rings are traditionally
divided into seven groups labelled from A to G and named in the order they were
discovered. In 2009 the discovery of an additional ring, the Phoebe ring, was
announced. This ring is, according to observations, located from at least 128 to
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CHAPTER 2. THE ENVIRONMENT AND THE INSTRUMENT

207 RS , but calculations predict an extension of 59 to 300 RS making it the largest
ring in the Solar System [4]. The rings consist of ice and rock formations ranging
in size from nanometers up to several meters in diameter [5].

Saturn is built up around a small core of rock and ice surrounded by a thick
layer of metallic hydrogen, which is the source of the very large magnetic field
of the planet. Outside of the metallic hydrogen layer is a gaseous outer layer
consisting of mainly hydrogen, some helium and some trace elements.

Saturn has 62 moons with confirmed orbits, 25 of which have a body diameter
of more than 10 km. The largest of Saturn’s moons, and the second largest moon
in the Solar System, is Titan. Titan is the only moon known to have a fully
developed atmosphere and with its organic-rich chemistry it resembles a frozen
version of the early Earth, which makes this moon extra interesting to explore.

2.1.1 Plasma

Plasma is the most common form of visible matter in our Universe. It is the
composition both of the stars and of the space between them. A plasma is an
ionized gas consisting of ions and free electrons, in contrast to a neutral gas that
is composed of atoms and molecules. In a neutral gas the particles interact through
collisions but in a plasma electro-magnetic forces play an important role. Since
the negative and positive charges are separated and therefore can move somewhat
independently the plasma is strongly affected by electromagnetic fields. A plasma
can also carry currents and may thereby create electromagnetic fields itself.

When a neutral body is placed into a plasma, with no other charging sources
present than the plasma alone, electrons will hit the body more frequently than
ions. The reason for this disequilibrium is that the mass of the ions is at least
1800 times as large as the mass of the electrons, so under the assumption of
equal temperature the electrons are moving much faster than the ions. The larger
frequency of the electron hits will eventually give the body a negative charge
which in turn will cause more interaction with the plasma. [6] This will be further
discussed in Section 2.3.

2.1.2 The magnetosphere of Saturn

The magnetic field of Saturn is in many ways similar to the magnetic field of
the Earth: it is a dipole field created by magnetohydrodynamic processes in the
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2.1. SATURN

conducting core, the strength of the equatorial magnetic field (BS ≈ 2×10−5 T) is
close to the one of the Earth (BE ≈ 3×10−5 T) and it has the ability of protecting
the planet from the so called solar wind [7]. The Sun constantly emits a huge
amount of electromagnetic radiation, but about 1% of all the energy emitted from
the Sun is actually in the form of charged particles [8]. This stream of particles is
what we call the solar wind. The solar wind has an average speed of ∼ 525 km/s
but this may vary with more than ±100 km/s [7]. The magnetic field of a planet is
a very important protection against the solar wind, which would in the absence
of a magnetic field scatter away particles from the planet’s atmosphere. The
interaction with the solar wind gives the magnetic field a quite specific feature
which is illustrated in Figure 2.1. This feature is referred to as the magnetosphere
of the planet. In Figure 2.1 the magnetic field lines of the planet are plotted in

Figure 2.1: Illustration of the magnetosphere of Saturn showing the solarwind, bow
shock, magnetosheath, magnetopause, plasma sheet and the magnetotail. The picture is
taken from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory webpage.
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CHAPTER 2. THE ENVIRONMENT AND THE INSTRUMENT

white and the solar wind is represented by the yellow lines. Illustrated is also the
distortion the so called bow shock has on the particle flow from the Sun. The bow
shock, here marked in light blue, is formed when the supersonic solar wind is
slowed down by the subsonic flows of compressed plasma in the magnetosheath.
This process forms a shockwave called the bow shock. The distance of the bow
shock of Saturn varies, in the Sun direction, between 18 and 46 RS , with an
average of 27.7 RS [7]. Inside the bow shock is the magnetosheath, in Figure 2.1
coloured dark blue, which is a very turbulent plasma region with plasma density
and temperature larger than in the solar wind. Inside the magnetosheath is the
magnetopause, plotted with purple, which marks the location where the magnetic
pressure of Saturn’s magnetic field is counterbalanced by the solar wind dynamic
pressure. For typical solar wind conditions, the tip of the magnetopause of Saturn
is expected to be located at ∼20 RS . Closest to the planet and here coloured in
bright orange is the plasma sheet, which is a region of more energetic particles.

Even though the magnetosphere of Saturn shows some similar features to the
magnetosphere of the Earth, it does also have some distinct properties that are
not found at our planet. For example, on Saturn the magnetic south and north
pole corresponds to the geographic south and north pole of the planet, while on
Earth the poles are switched. The magnetosphere of Saturn also lacks the distinct
tilt between the rotational axis and the dipole, which one can find on our planet.
Another important property is the origin of the plasma in the magnetosphere.
Most of the plasma around Saturn is of internal origin, meaning that the bodies
around Saturn act as plasma sources. The rings, the icy satellites and the Saturnian
moon Titan are identified as the primary producers. On Earth, the ionosphere
of the planet and the solar wind are the plasma sources and the magnetospheric
dynamics are driven by the solar wind. [7] It should also be noted that even though
the equatorial magnetic fields of the two planets are of similar strength this does
not mean that they are equal in size. For the very large planet Saturn to have an
equatorial magnetic field in similar strength to the Earth’s, it needs a very large
magnetic field.

Our understanding of the magnetosphere of Saturn is mainly based on the
measurements of the four spacecraft that has visited the planet’s surroundings.
The first S/C to flyby Saturn was Pioneer 11 in 1979, the next year Voyager 1
passed by on its way out of the Solar System and in 1981 Voyager 2 flew by
before heading towards Uranus. The first S/C to orbit Saturn is Cassini-Huygens.
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2.2. CASSINI-HUYGENS AND THE LANGMUIR PROBE

2.2 Cassini-Huygens and The Langmuir probe

The Cassini-Huygens mission is a joint mission involving NASA, ESA and the
Italian Space Agency (Agenzia Spaziale Italiana, ASI). The first discussions about
a mission with the objective of studying Saturn and its moons started in the late
1970’s. But it was not until 1982 that the first Cassini proposal came from a
group of European and American scientists in collaboration with NASA. The
orbiter Cassini was developed by NASA and ASI contributed with a high-gain
communication antenna. An illustration of the S/C is presented in Figure 2.2,
where the ASI-antenna is the white dish on the top of the central cylinder shaped
body. Later on the Huygens probe was added to the mission, in Figure 2.2
illustrated as the gold dish located below the Langmuir probe. The Huygens probe
was developed by ESA with the objectives of studying the lower atmosphere and
the surface of Saturn’s moon Titan. The Cassini-Huygens S/C was launched
in October 1997 and went into orbit around Saturn in July 2004. The primary
mission was set to end in 2008, but was extended to 2017.

Cassini-Huygens is equipped with 18 instruments whereof one is the Radio
and Plasma Wave Science (RPWS) instrument, which is used to study radio emissions,
plasma waves, thermal plasma and the dust around Saturn [1]. One of the main
components of the RPWS instrument is the Langmuir probe (LP), which is an
instrument that is used to measure the properties of a plasma. This probe consists
of a titanium sphere, 5 cm in diameter, with a titanium nitride coating that is
mounted at the end of a 0.8 meter long boom. The boom folds out from one of its
three legs which give the sphere the distance of 1.5 m to the nearest S/C surface.
To minimize disturbances the 10.9 cm of the boom closest to the sphere has a
diameter of only 6.35 mm and is held at the same potential as the sphere. This
part is also made of titanium with a titanium nitride coating and is referred to as
the stub. [3] The boom, on the other hand, is held at the same potential as the S/C,
it is electrically isolated from the stub and it has a diameter of 9.53 mm (at the
interface with the stub).

The Cassini Langmuir probe was developed by the Swedish Institute of Space
Physics in Uppsala and has this far supplied the Institute with more than five years
of measurements around Saturn, resulting in discoveries such as dust-plasma
interaction in the E-ring and the rate of particle loss of the atmosphere of Titan,
among numerous information on other physical properties. The basic principle
behind the probe is simple; by applying a positive or negative voltage to the
probe the amount of attracted negative or positive particles can be estimated by
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CHAPTER 2. THE ENVIRONMENT AND THE INSTRUMENT

Figure 2.2: An illustration of Cassini showing the location of the Langmuir probe and
also the orientation of the S/C coordinate system, further discussed in Section 3.2.1. The
picture is taken from the article ”The Cassini Radio and Plasma Wave Investigation” by
Gurnett et al. [1].

measuring the generated current. The larger the current the more flux of particles
and thereby the density of the plasma can be determined. From the Langmuir
probe measurements the plasma temperature, the flow speed and the mean ion
mass can also be estimated.

The LP measurements are performed by making a voltage sweep. The probe
is set to -32 V and in less than 0.5 s measurements of the current have been taken
in 512 steps while the voltage has been raised to 32 V and then decreased to -32 V
again. Around the moon Titan a sweep range of ±4 V are used instead, this is to
gain more accurate measurements. Sweeps are performed usually every 10 min,
so called survey mode, but during flybys of interesting objects, such as Saturn’s
moons, the frequency is increased to every 24 s [2]. Data points from such a
sweep should theoretically fit a so called voltage-current characteristic, a curve
displayed in Figure 2.3. The theory behind the graph of Figure 2.3 is presented in
the following section.

8



2.3. THE DEBYE SHEATH AND THE PROBE CURRENTS

2.3 The Debye sheath and the probe currents

The theory behind the Langmuir probe was founded by Irving Langmuir in the
1920’s. It is based on the fact that the Langmuir probe is a conductor in a plasma.
To ease the understanding of the theory we will start by looking at the situation
of a point charge in an ionized gas. Placing a point charge in a plasma will cause
particles of the opposite charge to position themselves like a cloud around the
point charge. This behaviour will shield out the effect of the point charge in the
ionized gas. The shielding cloud is called a Debye sheath and it is present around
every charged object that is located in a plasma. The radius of the Debye sheath
is called the Debye length λD and is given by

λD =

√
ε0kBTe

nq2 (2.1)

where ε0 is the electric permittivity of free space, kB is the Boltzmann constant,
Te is the plasma electron temperature, n is the plasma number density and q is the
charge. [6]

If a conductor, which is connected to a voltage source of a certain potential,
is placed in the plasma it will collect a current. Introducing the simplest case
scenario, when the conductor is only affected by the electrons and ions of the
surrounding plasma, the conductor will behave in the following way. If the voltage
source is disconnected the conductor will build up a negative charge, which is due
to the fact that the frequency of hits from electrons is larger than the one from
ions. The negative charge will be built up until the conductor reaches a potential
where no more current is collected. In connection with a spacecraft this potential
is called the spacecraft potential. [6]

The description above applies to the Langmuir probe since it is indeed a
conductor located in a plasma. The theory to describe the current collected by
the probe is complex, since the probe itself affects the plasma through the Debye
shielding effect. Two different theories, the Orbital Motion Limited (OML) theory
and the Sheath Limited (SL) theory, are used to describe the situation under
the assumptions that the plasma is collisionless, isotropic, there is no external
magnetic field and that the surface properties of the probe is homogeneous. For
the situation where the probe radius rp � λD the OML theory is used. For this
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CHAPTER 2. THE ENVIRONMENT AND THE INSTRUMENT

situation the screening effect of the Debye sheath is small and the movement of
individual particles is independent of other particles movement. For the situation
where the probe radius rp � λD the SL theory is used and the screening effect is
significant. This situation only occurs in really dense plasmas, like e.g. inside the
ionosphere of a celestial body. [6] Since this study will not involve events in very
dense plasmas the SL theory is not further described.

As illustrated in Figure 2.3, which shows the theoretical voltage-current characteristic
for a Langmuir probe voltage sweep, the three most common current contributions
to the probe are the ion, electron and photoelectron current.

Figure 2.3: A theoretical voltage-current characteristic for a Langmuir probe, with the
S/C potential measured at the probe (U1) equal to zero. The dashed line represents the
electron current Ie, the dash-dotted represents the ion current Ii, the dotted represents
the photoelectron current Iph and the solid line is the sum of these currents, the total
current Itot.

For a positive bias potential the current is due to the attracted electrons. Within
the OML theory the electron current, for a spherical probe, is given by

Ie = Ie 0(1−χe) (2.2)

10



2.3. THE DEBYE SHEATH AND THE PROBE CURRENTS

where

Ie 0 = −ALPneqe

√
kB Te

2πme
(2.3)

and

χe =
qe(U1 + Ubias)

kB Te
(2.4)

where ALP is the area of the Langmuir probe, ne is the electron number density, qe

is the electron charge, kB is the Boltzmann constant, Te is the electron temperature,
me is the electron mass, Ubias is the bias voltage to the probe and U1 is the S/C
potential measured at the probe (also referred to as the floating potential). [2]
As seen from Figure 2.3 the electron current Ie is also present on the side of the
negative potential, here given by the equation

Ie = Ie 0e(−χe) (2.5)

from which the electron temperature Te may be estimated. But for a probe with
negative potential the most significant contributor is yet the ion current Ii, given by

Ii = Ii 0(1−χi) (2.6)

where

Ii 0 = −ALPniqi

√
kB Ti

2πmi
(2.7)

and

χi =
qi(U1 + Ubias)

kB Ti
(2.8)

were ni is the ion number density, qi is the ion charge, Ti is the ion temperature
and mi is the ion mass. [6] The ion current is also present on the side of the
positive potential, here given by
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CHAPTER 2. THE ENVIRONMENT AND THE INSTRUMENT

Ii = Ii 0e(−χi) (2.9)

where Ii 0 is given by Equation 2.7 and χi by Equation 2.8.
The above equations are indeed useful to describe the electron and ion current

of a Langmuir probe, but for a real case scenario they are too limited. For instance,
a relative velocity between the probe and the plasma, which really is the general
case for a probe on a S/C, do have an effect on the collected current and this is not
described by the Equations 2.2 to 2.9 . With the OML approach the equation for
the electron and ion current including the relative drift velocity is very intricate,
but for the ion current the equation can be reduced to have the same appearance
as Equation 2.6 but with an additional component in comparison to Equation 2.7
and 2.8. The ion current is then given by

Ii 0 ≈ −ALPniqi

√
kB Ti

2πmi
+

v2
i

16
(2.10)

and

χi =
qi(U1 + Ubias)

miv2
i

2 + kB Ti

(2.11)

where vi is the ion speed relative to the collector. [2]

2.3.1 The photoelectron current

The second largest current contributor, under the conditions stated in the previous
section, for a Langmuir probe with negative potential is the photoelectron current
Iph. The ion current Ii and the electron current Ie are the currents caused by the
particles that the plasma consists of, but the photoelectron current Iph is the current
caused by electrons emitted from the probe itself. Those electrons are being
knocked out by photons from the Sun hitting the probe. This process happens
when an electron within some material absorbs the energy of a photon and if the
energy is larger than the binding energy of the electron it will be ejected. There is
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2.3. THE DEBYE SHEATH AND THE PROBE CURRENTS

no physical difference between photoelectrons and other electrons, the reason for
the different name is only to specify the origin of the photoelectrons.

If the probe has a negative potential all the photoelectrons will be emitted
from the probe, causing the photoelectron current to be saturated to a constant
level Iph 0 [2]. If the potential of the Langmuir probe is positive the electrons
will be emitted and then, depending on the energy of the electron, they may be
collected again. The electrons that do manage to escape are causing a small and
exponentially decreasing current given by

Iph = Aqe

∫ λt

0
ΦλYλdλ (2.12)

where A is the area of the sunlit surface, λt is the threshold wavelength for emission,
Φλ is the solar flux and Yλ is the photoelectron yield as a function of wavelength
[9]. The yield of the material describes the probability for an electron to be
emitted for a certain wavelength.

The value of the measured photoelectron current of the probe depends on five
different parameters: the distance to the Sun, the size of the sunlit area, the surface
properties of that area, the solar activity and the conditions of the local plasma
[8]. The distance to the Sun is crucial since the energy of the solar radiation
decreases as 1/r2 and less photons means of course less current, which also is the
reason why the solar activity level is important. The size of the sunlit area and the
surface properties of this area are essential since this is where the electrons are
emitted from. A larger area emits more electrons and vice versa and the surface
properties are important since different materials have different electron binding
energy. The measured photoelectron current also depends on the conditions of
the local plasma. This is due to the fact that in a dense plasma with trapped
highly energetic particles these particles may knock out electrons from the probe
inducing a current similar, in every way, to a photoelectron current.

The S/C is of course also affected by the photons. Many photoelectrons are
ejected from the S/C and together they produce a local plasma sheath around the
S/C body. This photoelectron sheath is detected as a second electron population
by the probe and sometimes the sheath even makes it difficult to detect the ambient
plasma [1]. This is also one of the reasons why the Langmuir probe is mounted
on a boom, to reduce the effect of the photoelectron sheath of the S/C. The probe
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current effect due to the sheath is illustrated as the continuous green line of Figure
2.4, which shows a result of a voltage sweep where all the different currents are
marked with different colours. Panel a) shows the current in linear scale, panel
b) in absolute logarithmic and panel c) shows the derivative. Here the ion current
is the red dashed-dotted line, the photoelectron is the black dashed line and three
different electron populations are shown in green. These electron populations are
the photoelectrons from the S/C, the continuous line, and two electron populations
in the ambient plasma with different temperatures. The theoretical current, the
sum of all the currents described by the equations in the previous section, is shown
in red and is fitted to the RPWS Langmuir probe data, the blue dots.

It should be noted that the measured current for negative voltage, shown in
Panel a) of Figure 2.4, is not zero, but only appears to be due to the large current
scale. While electron currents of 100 nA are measured, the ion and photoelectron
current are of the order of 0.5 to 1 nA, see Figure 3.1.

2.4 The Solar Extreme UltraViolet Radiation

The energy that is needed to emit photoelectrons from the probe is in the range of
the Extreme UltraViolet (EUV) radiation. Calculations from the Pionner Venus
Langmuir probe showed that about 51 % of the emissions were due to the solar
radiation of wavelength 121.6 nm, also referred to as the Lyman α line. 46 %
of the emissions were due to wavelengths between 55 and 110 nm and less than
3 % were due to wavelengths longer than Lyman α [9]. The EUV radiation is
located in the electromagnetic spectrum between wavelength 10 nm and 121 nm.
Since radiation of those wavelengths do not penetrate the Earth’s atmosphere,
due to ionization in the upper layer of the ionosphere, measurements of the EUV
radiation has to be made above the atmosphere. Because solar EUV radiation is
not continuously measured, proxies have traditionally been used as estimations
instead. One such proxy, the one used in the model presented in this report, is the
F10.7 index.

2.4.1 The Solar Activity and the F10.7 index

The first method of measuring the solar activity was the so called Relative Sunspot
Number, developed by Rudolf Wolf in 1847. This method, as the name implies,
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Figure 2.4: Result of a voltage sweep of the Langmuir probe on Cassini. Panel a) shows
the current in linear scale, panel b) in absolute logarithmic and panel c) shows the
derivative. The ion current is the red dashed-dotted line, the photoelectron is the black
dashed line and three different electron populations are shown in green. These electron
populations are the photoelectrons from the S/C, the continuous line, and two electron
populations in the ambient plasma with different temperatures. The theoretical current
is shown in red and is fitted to the RPWS Langmuir probe data, the blue dots. The
picture is taken from the article ”Detection of dusty plasma near the E-ring of Saturn”
by Wahlund et al. [2].
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is just a measurement of the detectable number of sunspots. Since then numerous
methods have been and are still used, such as studies of photospheric faculae (a
magnetic field phenomenon inducing bright spots on the solar surface), prominences
(dense clouds of plasma extending many thousand km above the solar surface)
or H-alpha and Ca+ dark or bright patches appearing as chromospheric plages
(bright cloudlike features appearing around sunspots).

Another method of estimating solar activity is the F10.7 index, which is a
measurement of the solar radio flux, given in W/m2Hz, at the wavelength 10.7 cm.
The ”observed” value is the number measured by the solar radio telescope of the
Canadian National Research Council Dominion Radio Astrophysical Observatory
at Penticton, Canada. This value has been measured since 1947 and is commonly
used as an estimation of solar EUV flux. Comparisons with satellite measurements
of EUV and the F10.7 index have shown the correlation to be, in general, extremely
good [10].
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3
THE MODEL

This chapter presents the model used to derive the photoelectron current and the
ion current.

3.1 Collecting the data

The first step in the investigation of the photoelectron current is to collect the
relevant data, which is the Langmuir probe measurement results. All data from
the S/C is first sent to the Deep Space Network (DSN) which is an international
network of antennas developed to support radio and radar astronomy observations
and S/C missions. The DSN antennas are located on three locations, Gladstone
in the USA, Madrid in Spain and Canberra in Australia, with approximately
120 degrees of longitude apart, because this enables a constant connection with
satellites orbiting the Earth. From the DSN the data is transferred to the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in Pasadena, USA, and then further on to the University
of Iowa, USA, where the Principal Investigator for the RPWS instrument is located.
From this location the Swedish Institute of Space Physics is downloading all of
the RPWS data which is then stored at their department in Uppsala.
The stored voltage sweep data used in this study is in the form of the 512 values
of the current that is collected every sweep. Those values should theoretically fit
into the graph of Figure 2.3, described by the equations
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I+ = Ie 0(1−χe)− Ii 0e(−χi)− Iph (3.1)

I− = −Ii 0(1−χi) + Ie 0e(−χe)
− Iph 0 (3.2)

where I+ is the current on the positive voltage side and I− is the current on the
negative voltage side. Ie 0 is given by Equation 2.3, χe is given by Equation 2.4,
Ii 0 by Equation 2.10, χi by Equation 2.11, Iph by Equation 2.12 and Iph 0 is the
constant photoelectron current.

For this study we are interested in the photoelectron and ion current and will
therefore not investigate the current I+ any further. A closer investigation of the
current I− however, gives that where Ie � Ii the exponential part of Equation 3.2
is negligible and the equation takes the form

I− ≈ −Ii 0(1−χi)− Iph 0 = −Ii 0

(
1−

qi (U1 + Ubias)
miv2

i
2 + kB Ti

)
− Iph 0 (3.3)

where qi is the ion charge, U1 is the floating potential, Ubias is the bias voltage to
the probe, mi is the ion mass, vi is the ion speed relative to the collector, kB is the
Boltzmann constant and Ti is the ion temperature. Ubias corresponds to U in the
graph of Figure 2.3 and for a specific voltage sweep the values of Ii 0, qi, U1, mi,
vi, Ti and Iph 0 can be considered to be constants, which means that Equation 3.3
is a linear relation. This can more easily be illustrated by rewriting Equation 3.3
by replacing −Ii 0 with a, −Iph 0 with f and the combination of constants aqi

miv
2
i

2 +kB Ti

with b, resulting in the form

I− ≈ a + f −b(U1 + Ubias) (3.4)

where the first three parameters, as stated above, are constants. Since I−, where
Ie � Ii, may be described by a linear relation, an analysis of the current I− can
be made by making a least square fit with the collected data points to a linear
equation. Investigating the data showed U < −5V to be a good limit for the
condition Ie � Ii. The properties of the extracted equations, i.e. the gradients
and the mean DC-levels, are then used to derive further information from the
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measurements. The gradient is referred to as b, pursuant to Equation 3.4, and is
derived by simply dividing the largest difference of the derived I values with the
largest difference of the U values. The gradient b is then used to derive the mean
DC-level m of the curve, with the equation

m = I + bUbias (3.5)

which clarifies that m is not an observed value of the ion current but the value
where the derived line representing the current below -5 V would cross the I-axis
if extended. The m-value is henceforth used to represent the current for each
sweep.

Replacing I− with the derived values I and inserting Equation 3.4 into Equation
3.5 gives m the form

m = a + f −bU1 (3.6)

where a represent the current Ii 0 and f represent the photoelectron current Iph 0.
The values of m and b for all the measurements the Langmuir probe on Cassini
has made from February 2005 to the end of 2008, was extracted with a Matlab
program provided by the IRF.

3.2 Analysing the data

The collected data was used to plot the current, where the parameter m now
represent the measured current for each sweep, and the result, for orbit 21, is
shown in Figure 3.1. Orbit 21 was chosen for the display graph since the various
behaviours of the current, which will be described further in this section, are
clearly shown in the graph of this orbit. The x-axis of the graph displays the
date and the position of the S/C in local time (LT), with 12 o’clock defined as the
direction of the Sun, latitude and the radial distance from Saturn.

The peak of the graph can easily be associated with the large amount of ions
that are located near Saturn or one of its moons and this behaviour is also present
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Figure 3.1: The current represented by m measured in nA for revolution 21. The x-axis
displays the date and the position of the S/C in local time (LT) in hours, latitude in
degrees and the radial distance from Saturn in Saturn radii RS .

at all the closer encounters in the schedule of Cassini. On the contrary, the quite
distinct periodic behaviour which can be seen in the first half of the graph can
not so easily be associated with a natural phenomenon. This behaviour is present
when the S/C is located in the outer magnetosphere of Saturn, where the particle
current is often so small that the measured current may be assumed to be caused
by the photoelectrons. The photoelectron current do in fact vary periodically,
due to variations in the solar flux, but the shortest period is 27 days which is the
variation caused by the rotation of the Sun. The other variation is the 11 year
solar cycle, where the behaviour of the Sun’s magnetic field causes variations in
its activity level, resulting in a 0.1 % variation for the total irradiance and 1.5 %
for the average EUV radiation [11]. Because of the time scales of these variations
it is not possible that they could be the cause of the periodic behaviour of Figure
3.1. Due to the high frequency of the periodicity the most likely explanation
is that this behaviour is caused by the probe itself. From the five parameters
the photoelectron current depends on, given in Section 2.3.1, we are under this
assumption left with only the size of the sunlit area as a likely cause. Changes in
the size of the sunlit area could only be due to shadowing. If a larger part of the
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probe is shadowed the amount of photons are smaller and so will the amount of
photoelectrons be. This is one of the reasons why the Langmuir probe is a sphere,
since a spherical symmetry will allow the sunlit area to be independent of the
angle of the sunlight, assuming no shading caused by the S/C body. To compare
the variations of the current to the attitude data of the S/C, Figure 3.2 was made.
The first panel is Figure 3.1 and the following three shows the angle between the

Figure 3.2: The current represented by m measured in nA and the angle, in degrees,
between the Saturn-Sun line and the x-, y- and z-axis of the coordinate system of the S/C,
for revolution 21.

Saturn-Sun line and the x-, y- and z-axis of the coordinate system of the S/C.
Comparing the periodic behaviour of the current to the periodic behaviour of the
S/C attitude one can see a clear correspondence. One plausible explanation to this
agreement is a current leakage from the stub of the probe [3]. Even though the
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probe receives the same amount of sunlight independent of the S/C attitude the
stub does not since the sphere of the probe may shade the stub, see Figure 3.3.
This will affect the amount of photoelectrons coming from the stub and if this is
registrated by the probe the current will vary. Other possible explanations could
be a leakage current in the electronics or an actual plasma process [3]. However,
the electronics have shown no sign of error and a theory for such a plasma process
is yet to be discovered [3]. No matter what the cause of this periodic behaviour is,
it is clearly dependent of the S/C attitude and should therefore be corrected for.

Figure 3.3: Illustration of how the Langmuir probe may shade the stub, which gives the
current an angle dependence. The picture is taken from the article ”Cassini Langmuir
probe measurements in the inner magnetosphere of Saturn” by Jacobsen et al. [3].

3.2.1 Spacecraft attitude

The S/C attitude describes how the S/C is oriented in space and in this study
two different right-handed Cartesian coordinate systems is used for this. First
of all, the coordinate system of the S/C itself is denoted XS/C , YS/C and ZS/C ,
where the directions are set as shown in Figure 2.2. As can be seen in the Figure
2.2 the Langmuir probe is approximately along the -XS/C direction. The second
coordinate system used is the Saturn Solar Ecliptic (SSE) reference system. This
system has origo in the center of Saturn and is defined as:

XS S E - Along the line from the center of Saturn towards the center of the Sun
YS S E - Given by the cross product ZS S E×XS S E

ZS S E - Parallel to the normal of the orbital plane of Saturn, directed northward

Giving the position of the unit vectors of the XS/C , YS/C , ZS/C system in the SSE
reference frame we end up with nine coordinates, each S/C coordinate having
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its own set of XS S E , YS S E , ZS S E coordinates, that decribes the position and
orientation of the S/C. The incidence of the photons is along the XS S E-axis and
possible shadowing effects would be due to the angle from this axis. This angle
is given by the dot product which is defined as

u ·v = |u| |v|cos Θ (3.7)

where u and v are any vectors and Θ is the angle between them. If the vectors are
unit vectors, as in our case, the lengths of the vectors are one and the equation to
derive Θ becomes

Θ = arccos (u ·v) (3.8)

Using this equation on the xS S E-coordinates describing the positions of the unit
vectors XS/C , YS/C , ZS/C in the SSE system and the XS S E-axis, gives us the
angles presented in Figure 3.2.

3.3 Selecting the data

In a dense plasma like in the ionosphere of Titan or in the inner magnetosphere
of Saturn the probe current is dominated by the current caused by the particles
of the plasma. But for the outer magnetosphere of Saturn the particle current
is often so small that the measured current may be assumed to be caused by
the photoelectrons, as was done in the previous chapter. To assure that only the
photoelectron current is used in the analysis the condition to only use the current
data where the electron density is smaller than 0.05 electrons/cm3 was introduced.
This specific limit was chosen after plotting the electron density and investigating
the graph to correlate a limit to the wanted region. For a dense plasma it can
be shown that for the positive potential the current is directly proportional to
the electron density and so a direct analysis can be made [1]. Our analysis is,
however, made in a tenuous plasma so another approach is needed. The problem
was solved by using the equation presented in the paper ”The electron density of
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Saturn’s magnetosphere” by Morooka et al. [12]. In this study electron density
data from the Electron Spectrometer (ELS), a Cassini instrument which is used to
measure flux of electrons as a function of energy/charge, taken during the Cassini
Saturn Orbit Insertion (SOI) was plotted as a function of the LP floating potential.
This specific time interval was used since during the SOI the electron population
can be assumed to have an isotropic Maxwellian distribution and therefore the fact
that the ELS instrument only covers about 56 % of the space around it has little
effect on the data [12]. The reason why the electron density can be assumed to be
a function of the LP floating potential U1 is due to that the S/C maintains a balance
between the photoelectrons it emits and the plasma electrons it collects. So under
outer magnetospheric conditions the S/C potential US/C is anti-correlated to the
electron density [12]. Since the floating potential U1 depends directly on the S/C
potential US/C , U1 can be used to derive the electron density. By making a least
square fit to two exponential functions with the result, the equation to calculate
the approximate electron density Ne was derived. Ne is given by

Ne = 0.03e
(
−

U1
2.25

)
+ 0.5e

(
−

U1
0.47

)
(3.9)

where U1 is the floating potential. This equation was used to derive a value of Ne

for every value of m, which was then compared by the chosen density condition.
For the selection of the data three different conditions were introduced:

• The electron density must be smaller than 0.05 electrons/cm3

• The distance to Saturn have to be larger than 9 RS

• The angle between the boom of the probe and the Sun has to be smaller
than 160 degrees

The first one has been thoroughly examined in the section above. The second
condition was introduced since the presented model for estimating the electron
density has shown to occasionally give low values in the inner magnetopshere
where the plasma actually is dense. This erroneous effect may be due to that
highly energetic particles from the inner plasma sheet distorts the normal charging
of the S/C [12]. To avoid this all values taken from the time interval when the S/C
was located closer to Saturn than 9 RS has been excluded from the proceeding
analysis.
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The third condition was introduced since at the angle 160 degrees and larger
the probe is supposed to be in shadow and should therefore not produce any
photoelectron current, a measured current at this position is most likely due to
ions or errors in the measurements.

3.4 Correcting the data

The total current in our region of interest, i.e. where Ubias < −5 V , can under the
assumption of a photoelectron current contribution from the stub be described by

I− = Ii + Iph + Iph, stub (3.10)

In the region specified in Section 3.3 the measured current is only due to the
photoelectron current and the ion current Ii is excluded. The photoelectron current
due to the probe Iph is, for a constant EUV intensity, saturated at a constant level
and the photoelectron current from the stub Iph, stub is described by a constant term,
the invariant level the current would be saturated to if the stub was constantly
sunlit, and an angle dependent term. The relation between the current from the
stub and the S/C attitude is purely a geometrical problem, which would be easy
to solve with a controlled experiment in a laboratory. Using a EUV-lamp, altering
the incident angle and measuring the current to the probe the relation could be
accurately determined. However, since the probe is now located in the vicinity of
Saturn we have to make do with some assumptions. The simplest case scenario of
such an angle dependence, where the shape of the S/C is assumed to have no effect
on the measurements, is a linear relationship between the current and the angle
to the Sun. For a larger angle between the probe and the Sun more of the stub is
sunlit and so the current should be larger. This linear relation can be described by

morig, ph = c (XS S E ·LP) + d (3.11)

where morig, ph represent the measured current in the regions specified by the
conditions stated in Section 3.3, c is some constant, the scalar product XS S E ·LP
includes the angle dependence between the Sun and the Langmuir probe and d is
a constant representing the constant level of probe plus stub. Writing out all terms
explicitly gives
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morig, ph =
(
c1XxS/C + c2Y xS/C + c3ZxS/C

)
+ d (3.12)

where XxS/C , Y xS/C , ZxS/C are the xS S E-coordinates describing the positions of
the unit vectors XS/C , YS/C , ZS/C in the SSE system. This is also the coordinates
used to derive the angles presented in Figure 3.2, see Section 3.2.1. To derive the
correlation between the S/C attitude and the current, a least square fit to Equation
3.12 was performed on the data chosen by the conditions of Section 3.3 and the
constants were decided. For the time interval between orbit 3 and 78 the constants
were derived to be

c1 = −0.1599
c2 = 0.0233
c3 = −0.0570

where the choice of this specific time interval for the analysis will be explained in
Section 3.5. The constants c1, c2 and c3 were extracted with the Matlab routine
EUVmph.m, presented in Appendix A.1.

After deriving the constants the corrected current was estimated by subtracting
the angle dependence from the original current m, by

mcorr = m−
(
c1XxS/C + c2Y xS/C + c3ZxS/C

)
(3.13)

where mcorr is the current that would have been measured if the angle between the
Sun and the probe always was 90 degrees, meaning that the photoelectron current
would be saturated at a level where both the probe and the stub emits a maximum
amount of photoelectrons. This correction made for orbit 21 is demonstrated in
Figure 3.4.

3.5 The EUV index and photoelectron current relation

To estimate the photoelectron current at all time, even in the regions which are
not included by the conditions of Section 3.3 (i.e. the electron density must be
smaller than 0.05 electrons/cm3, the distance to Saturn have to be larger than 9
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Figure 3.4: The original current represented by m and the attitude corrected current
mcorr measured in nA for revolution 21.

RS , the angle between the boom of the probe and the Sun has to be smaller than
160 degrees), a relation between the photoelectron current and the EUV index
was derived. First the attitude correction described in Section 3.4 was performed
for all the data from orbit 3 to 78. This time interval was chosen since orbit 3
starts at the 1st of February 2005 which is after the release of the Huygens probe
at the 25th of December 2004 and so the shape of the S/C may be assumed to be
constant after this date. The analysis of the current data taken in the second half
of 2008, corresponding to orbit 78 and later, showed some unexpected behaviour
illustrated in Figure 3.5. The graph shows a 0.2 nA drop in the current appearing
during a few days in the beginning of August, the specific area is in the graph
encircled with blue. This persistent decrease of the current does not correspond
to any intuitive natural cause and, more importantly, it gives an unwanted mark in
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Figure 3.5: The original current represented by m and the attitude corrected current
mcorr measured in nA for revolution 56 to 98. The blue marking shows the area of the
unexpected current drop. The disordered appearance of the graph is due to the large
time scale, every peak corresponds to one orbit illustrated as in Figure 3.4, here with a
more compressed feature.

the analysis of the photoelectron current in such a way that two different groups
of currents appear. This is avoided by ending the analysis at orbit 78. Possible
explanations to the slow but steady decrease of the measured current may be dust
that is stuck on the probe, an actual error in the electronics or even a loss of the
titanium nitride coating due to collisions with dust. It should be noted that the
beginning of the decrease almost coincides with the flyby of the moon Enceladus
at the 11th of August and this might be connected to the cause of the decrease.

The data, that was selected by the conditions of Section 3.3 and corrected
for the attitude dependence by the method described in Section 3.4, was then
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plotted against the EUV index to derive a linear dependence. The EUV index
was collected from a Matlab program developed by Martin Ulfvik at the IRF.
This program collects the F10.7 index, measured at Earth once each day, from the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) webpage and makes
an estimation of what the EUV would be at the position of the S/C at a chosen
time. The estimation is made in four steps:

• Each EUV value is calculated from the two values measured before and
after the chosen time. Those two values have been measured at the Earth
when the Earth sees the same face of the Sun as the selected coordinates
and time. The importance of each value is due to its time relative the chosen
time...

• ..which in turn is related to the angle between the Earth and the S/C. The
position of the S/C is derived from the data downloaded from the JPL
Horizon webpage.

• The distance r from the Sun to Cassini is taken into account, since the
intensity of the solar radiation decreases as 1/r2.

• A small correction for the velocity of the light is included too, this is since
it takes about 80 minutes for the light from the Sun to travel to Saturn, so a
similar time delay will be estimated for the position of the S/C.

After the calculation of the EUV index the estimated values can be used to derive a
linear relation between the photoelectron current and the EUV index, as presented
in Figure 4.1. Assuming a linear relation is motivated by investigating the parameters
presented in Section 2.3.1: the photoelectron current is due to the distance to the
Sun, the size of the sunlit area, the surface properties of that area, the solar activity
and the conditions of the local plasma [8]. The first parameter has been corrected
for by the Matlab program presented in this section and the surface properties of
the sunlit area are assumed to be constant. The second parameter, the size of the
sunlit area, is determined by two different kinds of shading: shading of the stub
by the probe, which has been corrected for by the Matlab program presented in
Section 3.4, and shading of the whole probe by Saturn, moons, rings or the S/C
itself. The occasions when the probe is shaded by the S/C body has been excluded
from the analysis by the condition of Section 3.3 that the angle between the boom
of the probe and the Sun has to be smaller than 160 degrees. The shading caused
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by Saturn, its moons or rings have to a large extent been excluded by the condition
to omit all data from the time interval when the S/C was located closer to Saturn
than 9 RS , the occasions that have not been excluded are so few that their effect
on the data are negligible. The last parameter, the conditions of the local plasma,
is important since highly energetic particles in the inner plasma sheet may knock
out electrons, then referred to as secondary electrons, from the probe inducing
a current. However, due to the conditions of Section 3.3 the data from this area
is not included in our analysis. This leaves only the activity level of the Sun
as the cause of the photoelectron current. Since, according to the theory of the
photoelectric effect, every ejected electron corresponds to one absorbed photon,
the relation between the photoelectron current and the EUV index is linear.
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RESULTS

4.1 Extracting the ion current

The results of this study are partly the linear relation between the EUV index and
the measured photoelectron current. This is described by the equation

mph = 0.1842EUV + 0.2405 (4.1)

where EUV is the EUV index in W/Hzm2, giving the photoelectron current mph

in nA. This equation was derived by making a linear fit to the graph of Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: The EUV index versus the subset of the corrected current mcorr that fulfills
the conditions of Section 3.3, for orbit 3 to 78.
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The graph of Figure 4.1 was derived with the Matlab routine EUVmph.m, presented
in Appendix A.1.

The other part of the result is the extracted ion current. This is derived by
subtracting the estimated photoelectron current mph from the measured current
m. Since the current is assumed to be due to the photoelectron current and the
ion current, see Equation 3.10, the subtraction leaves us with the ion current
only. The estimated ion current is saved in a database to be used when needed in
various investigations of the plasma around Saturn, more on those investigations
in Section 5.2. Examples of the result are presented in Figure 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4,
that shows the different currents for orbit 5, 21 and 44. The extracted ion current
is a good result of the study, in the sense that the current is as expected; around
zero in the outer magnetosphere and increasing up to around 1 nA during flybys.
The Matlab routine Deriveioncurrent.m, which was used to derive the graphs, is
presented in Appendix A.2.

Figure 4.2: The original current m, corrected current mcorr, EUV index, derived
photoelectron current mph and the ion current mion for orbit 5.
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Figure 4.3: The original current m, corrected current mcorr, EUV index, derived
photoelectron current mph and the ion current mion for orbit 21.

Figure 4.4: The original current m, corrected current mcorr, EUV index, derived
photoelectron current mph and the ion current mion for orbit 44.
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5
DISCUSSION

This chapter gives some suggestions of improvements of the analysis and some
ideas of how the results can be used in future investigations.

5.1 Improvements

One improvement may be done by using a better estimation of the EUV radiation
than the F10.7 index. For example the Mg II index, which is the ratio of two
emission lines of the solar Mg II emission at 280 nm to the background solar
continuum near 280 nm. Comparison of data taken by the CELIAS/Solar EUV
Monitor on the Solar and Helospheric Observatory (SOHO) and the two indices
F10.7 and Mg II, showed the Mg II to be a more accurate estimation for EUV
radiation between 25 and 35 nm. In fact, the US Air Force reduced their long-
term errors in satellite drag calculations by 13 % by replacing the F10.7 with
the Mg II index. [13] However, outside of the wavelength range 25-35 nm the
indices may show to be equally good. An exchange may thereby not make a
distinct improvement on the method presented in this report. This has to be further
investigated.

Another index that may be a better estimation of the solar EUV flux is the
E10.7 index. The E10.7 index is given by integrating the solar EUV energy,
between 1 and 105 nm, at the top of the Earth’s atmosphere. Comparison between
the F10.7 and E10.7 indices in calculations of daily altitude decay between the
1st of April 1982 and the 9th of August 1983 for the Solar Mesosphere Explorer,
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showed the F10.7 case to finish 2 km lower than the E10.7 and actual altitude
case. The investigation showed that during active solar conditions the F10.7
index can overestimate the EUV energy input into the atmosphere by up to 60 %
or underestimate it by as much as 50 %. [14] This index has the same unit as
the F10.7 index and it provides, as stated at the NOAA webpage, a ”significant
improvement as an index of the solar EUV energy input to the thermosphere and
ionosphere”. Indeed does an overestimation of 60 % and an underestimation of
50 % sound significant but taken into account the number of days, out of three
years of data, that this may happen the improvement could be nominal. Further
investigation is needed.

The assumption that the relation between the photoelectron current and the
S/C attitude is linear could be refined. This could, as mentioned earlier, be done
by making a controlled experiment in a laboratory. Even though the Cassini LP
is out of reach for such an experiment, a new probe designed in the same manner
could confirm or refute the theory about a current leakage from the stub. If the
theory were to be confirmed the geometrical nature of the problem could easily
be revealed.

Another improvement would be to investigate the cause of the current drop at
orbit 78. If the cause is found and corrected for this would provide one and half
year more of measurements. Including these in the calculations would indeed
improve the accuracy of our model.

5.2 Future investigations

Investigating and explaining one problem always produces a whole new set of
unsettled questions. Presented here are some suggestions of new studies that were
raised during the course of the project, but that are located beyond the scope of
this report.

Analysing how the probe current is affected by the shape of the S/C could give
valuable information on how to interpret the measurements. This analysis could
be done by plotting and comparing the current before and after the release of the
Huygens probe.

Investigations of the LP data from before the SOI could give valuable information
about variations in the solar wind.
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5.2. FUTURE INVESTIGATIONS

The derived ion current can be used to in turn derive the ion velocity by using
Equation 2.6. The ion velocity can be used to describe the behaviour of the ions.
One recently raised question is if the ions are corotating with the planet or if there
is a population close to the rings that are by dust-plasma interaction caused to
move with Keplerian velocity. This can be examined further by plotting the ion
velocity against the distance from Saturn, an effect from the rings should then be
shown as a distinct ion population with different velocity than the ions located
further away from the rings.

Surely there exist many other related problems to be solved than the ones
stated above and maybe You are on the quest to investigate them? Then feel free
to use any of the information stated in this report, as knowledge is not owned by
anyone. Good luck and enjoy!
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A
MATLAB SCRIPT

Presented here are the Matlab routines used to derive the result described in
Section 4.1. These routines can not be run independently but are based on several
other programs developed by the IRF. Those programs are not included due to the
extreme amount of space they would need.

Presented in Appendix A.1 is the program EUVmph.m which was used to
derive the angle dependence constants c1, c2 and c3, presented in Section 3.4, and
the linear relation between the EUV index and the measured photoelectron current
mph, presented in Section 4.1.

The routine Deriveioncurrent.m, which was used to derive the ion current,
displayed as graphs in Section 4.1, is presented in Appendix A.2.

A.1 EUVmph.m

function EUVmph(revo,revo_end)
%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
%Plots the corrected photoelectron current mph as a function of the EUV
%index
%Invoke like: EUVmph(7,9) for orbit 7 to 9
%
%Madeleine Holmberg, 2009
%++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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NewSweep.t_sweep=[];
NewSweep.Ne_prox=[];
NewSweep.m=[];

if exist('revo_end')

for r=revo:revo_end

rev=num2str(r,'%03d');

Sweep= READ_NewSweepData(rev);

NewSweep.t_sweep=[NewSweep.t_sweep;Sweep.t_sweep];
NewSweep.Ne_prox=[NewSweep.Ne_prox;Sweep.Ne_prox];
NewSweep.m=[NewSweep.m;Sweep.m];
end

else
rev=num2str(revo,'%03d');

Sweep= READ_NewSweepData(rev);

NewSweep.t_sweep=[NewSweep.t_sweep;Sweep.t_sweep];
NewSweep.Ne_prox=[NewSweep.Ne_prox;Sweep.Ne_prox];
NewSweep.m=[NewSweep.m;Sweep.m];

end

% ----------------------------------------------------------------------
% Read S/C attitude data from the program cass_scatt
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------

sc_att = cass_scatt(NewSweep.t_sweep);
sc_att_Xx= sc_att(:,2);
sc_att_Yx = sc_att(:,5);
sc_att_Zx = sc_att(:,8);
sc_att_X = sc_att(:,2:4);
sc_att_Z = sc_att(:,8:10);

% ----------------------------------------------------------------------
% Get the angle between Z axis and SUN direction
% [1 0 0] is the direction of SUN
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------

SUN = ones(length(sc_att_Z(:,1)),1)*[1 0 0];
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SUN_X = acos(dot(sc_att_X,SUN,2))*180/pi;

% -----------------------------------------------------------------------
% Define the time interval to be used for calibration
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------

ephe=get_cass_eph_equatorial(NewSweep.t_sweep);
radie=ephe(:,5);

MG = find(NewSweep.Ne_prox<5e-2 & radie>15 & SUN_X<160);
t_sweep = NewSweep.t_sweep(MG);
m = NewSweep.m(MG);

% ----------------------------------------------------------------------
% Read S/C attitude data for the chosen time interval
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------

sc_att = cass_scatt(t_sweep);
aaa = find(¬isnan(sc_att(:,2)));
m = m(aaa);
sc_att_Xxx= sc_att(:,2);
sc_att_Yxx = sc_att(:,5);
sc_att_Zxx = sc_att(:,8);
sc_att_Xxx = sc_att_Xxx(aaa);
sc_att_Yxx = sc_att_Yxx(aaa);
sc_att_Zxx = sc_att_Zxx(aaa);
m_coef = lsqcurvefit(@m_fit,[0 0 0 0],[sc_att_Xxx sc_att_Yxx sc_att_Zxx],m);
disp(m_coef)

m_new = NewSweep.m - (m_coef(1)*sc_att_Xx + m_coef(2)*sc_att_Yx +...
m_coef(3)*sc_att_Zx);

%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
%Decides the timeperiod time and estimated flux
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
rev1=num2str(revo,'%03d');

if exist('revo_end')
rev2=num2str(revo_end,'%03d');

end

sta=name2day_cas(rev1);

if exist('revo_end')
slu=name2day_cas(rev2);
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endyear=slu(2,1);
endmonth=slu(2,2);
endday=slu(2,3);

else
endyear=sta(2,1);
endmonth=sta(2,2);
endday=sta(2,3);

end

ti=datenum(sta(1,1),sta(1,2),sta(1,3));
tii=datenum(endyear,endmonth,endday);
time=ti:tii;
addpath /home/madde/Cassini/AFproject/F10.7/;
addpath /home/madde/Cassini/AFproject/F10.7/resources/;
flux=time2flux('Cassini',time);

%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
%Converts the timeperiod time from days to seconds since 1970
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------

ti2=datenum('1970','yyyy');
ti3=ti-ti2;
tii2=tii-ti2;
ti4=ti3:tii2;
ti5=ti4.*86400;

%------------------------------------------------------------------------
%Plot function
%------------------------------------------------------------------------

figure

av_subplot(2,1,-2)
fi=interp1(ti5,flux,NewSweep.t_sweep);
plot(fi(MG),-m_new(MG),'k.','Markersize',4.5)
grid on
ylim([0 1])
ylabel('Corrected current mcorr(cond) [nA]','Fontsize',12)
xlabel('EUV index [W/Hzmˆ2]','Fontsize',12)
xlim([0.75 1.55])
if exist('revo_end')
title(['Orbit ',int2str(revo),' to ',int2str(revo_end)],'Fontsize',12)

else
title(['Orbit ',int2str(revo)],'Fontsize',12)

end
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%------------------------------------------------------------------------
%Polyfit finds the coefficients of a polynomial polyCoeffs(fi) of degree
%1 that fits the data -m_new best in a least squares sense
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------

bbb = find(¬isnan(m_new(MG)));
m_new2=m_new(MG);
ms_new2=m_new2(bbb);
fi22=fi(MG);
fimg=fi22(bbb);
fim=fi(MG);

hold on;
polyCoeffs=polyfit(fimg,-ms_new2,1);
plot([min(fimg) max(fimg)],polyCoeffs(1)*[min(fimg) max(fimg)]+...

polyCoeffs(2),'g-','Linewidth',1);
disp(polyCoeffs)

a = text(1,1,'Equation derived from linear fit:');

set(a,'Color','k','Fontsize',12,'FontWeight','bold','Units',...
'normalized','Position',[0.03 0.9]);

a = text(1,1,sprintf('mph=%7.4fEUV +%7.4f',polyCoeffs(1),polyCoeffs(2)));

set(a,'Color','k','Fontsize',12,'FontWeight','bold','Units',...
'normalized','Position',[0.03 0.8]);

hold off

% +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
function F_m = m_fit(a,sc_att_x)
F_m = a(1)*sc_att_x(:,1) + a(2)*sc_att_x(:,2) + a(3)*sc_att_x(:,3) + a(4);

return
% +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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A.2 Deriveioncurrent.m

function Deriveioncurrent(revo)
% ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
% Plots the original current m, the corrected current mcorr, photoelectron
% current mph and the ion current mion as a function of time for one orbit
% or more.
% Invoke like: Derive_ion_current(7)
%
% Madeleine Holmberg, 2009
% ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

NewSweep.t_sweep=[];
NewSweep.Ne_prox=[];
NewSweep.m=[];

rev=num2str(revo,'%03d');

Sweep= READ_NewSweepData(rev);

NewSweep.t_sweep=[NewSweep.t_sweep;Sweep.t_sweep];
NewSweep.Ne_prox=[NewSweep.Ne_prox;Sweep.Ne_prox];
NewSweep.m=[NewSweep.m;Sweep.m];

% ------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Read S/C attitude data from the program cass_scatt
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------

sc_att = cass_scatt(NewSweep.t_sweep);
sc_att_Xx = sc_att(:,2);
sc_att_Yx = sc_att(:,5);
sc_att_Zx = sc_att(:,8);

% ------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Corrects m with the coefficients derived with EUVmph.m for orbit 3-78
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------

m_new2 = NewSweep.m-(-0.1599*sc_att_Xx+0.0233*sc_att_Yx-0.057*sc_att_Zx);

% ------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Decides the timeperiod time and estimated flux
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------
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rev1=num2str(revo,'%03d');

sta=name2day_cas(rev1);

endyear=sta(2,1);
endmonth=sta(2,2);
endday=sta(2,3);

ti=datenum(sta(1,1),sta(1,2),sta(1,3));
tii=datenum(endyear,endmonth,endday);
time=ti:tii;
addpath /home/madde/Cassini/AFproject/F10.7/;
addpath /home/madde/Cassini/AFproject/F10.7/resources/;
flux=time2flux('Cassini',time);

% ------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Converts the timeperiod time from days to seconds since 1970
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------

ti2=datenum('1970','yyyy');
ti3=ti-ti2;
tii2=tii-ti2;
ti4=ti3:tii2;
ti5=ti4.*86400;
fi=interp1(ti5,flux,NewSweep.t_sweep);

% -----------------------------------------------------------------------
% Calculates the photoelectron current and the ion current with the
% equation derived with EUVmph.m for orbit 3-78
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------

m=-NewSweep.m;
mph=-(fi.*0.1842+0.2405);
mion=m_new2-mph;

% -----------------------------------------------------------------------
% Plot function
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------

figure

av_subplot(5,1,-1)
plot(NewSweep.t_sweep,m,'.k','Markersize',4)
add_timeaxis1(gca);
xlim(NewSweep.t_sweep([1 end])),
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ylim([0 1.4]),
set(gca,'XTick', NewSweep.t_sweep(1):24*3600*2:NewSweep.t_sweep(end))
ylabel('[nA]','Fontsize',12)
a = text(1,1,'Original current m');
set(a,'Color','k','Fontsize',12,'FontWeight','bold','Units',...

'normalized','Position',[0.03 0.85])
set(gca,'YMinorTick','off');
set(gca,'XTickLabel','')
title(['Result for orbit ',int2str(revo)],'Fontsize',12)
grid on

av_subplot(5,1,-2)
plot(NewSweep.t_sweep,-m_new2,'.k','Markersize',4)
add_timeaxis1(gca);
xlim(NewSweep.t_sweep([1 end])),
ylim([0 1.4]),
set(gca,'XTick', NewSweep.t_sweep(1):24*3600*2:NewSweep.t_sweep(end))
ylabel('[nA]','Fontsize',12)
a = text(1,1,'Corrected current mcorr');
set(a,'Color','k','Fontsize',12,'FontWeight','bold','Units',...

'normalized','Position',[0.03 0.85])
set(gca,'YMinorTick','off');
set(gca,'XTickLabel','')
grid on

av_subplot(5,1,-3)
plot(NewSweep.t_sweep,fi,'.r','Markersize',4)
add_timeaxis1(gca);
xlim(NewSweep.t_sweep([1 end])),
ylim([0.7 1.2]),
set(gca,'XTick', NewSweep.t_sweep(1):24*3600*2:NewSweep.t_sweep(end))
ylabel('[W/Hzmˆ2]','Fontsize',12)
a = text(1,1,'EUV index');
set(a,'Color','k','Fontsize',12,'FontWeight','bold','Units',...

'normalized','Position',[0.03 0.85])
set(gca,'YMinorTick','off');
set(gca,'XTickLabel','')
grid on

av_subplot(5,1,-4)
plot(NewSweep.t_sweep,-mph,'.b','Markersize',4)
add_timeaxis1(gca);
xlim(NewSweep.t_sweep([1 end])),
ylim([0 1.4]),
set(gca,'XTick', NewSweep.t_sweep(1):24*3600*2:NewSweep.t_sweep(end))
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ylabel('[nA]','Fontsize',12)
a = text(1,1,'Photoelectron current mph');
set(a,'Color','k','Fontsize',12,'FontWeight','bold','Units',...

'normalized','Position',[0.03 0.85])
set(gca,'YMinorTick','off');
set(gca,'XTickLabel','')
grid on

av_subplot(5,1,-5)
plot(NewSweep.t_sweep,-mion,'.k','Markersize',4)
add_timeaxis1(gca);
xlim(NewSweep.t_sweep([1 end])),
ylim([-0.2 1.2]),
set(gca,'XTick', NewSweep.t_sweep(1):24*3600*2:NewSweep.t_sweep(end))
ylabel('[nA]','Fontsize',12)
a = text(1,1,'Ion current mion');
set(a,'Color','k','Fontsize',12,'FontWeight','bold','Units',...

'normalized','Position',[0.03 0.85])
set(gca,'YMinorTick','off');
ticks = get(gca,'XTick');
ts = datestr(datenum(fromepoch(ticks)));
ts2=ts(:,1:6);
ts3=[];

for ii=1:length(ts2(:,1))
ts3=[ts3,{ts2(ii,:)}];

end

set(gca,'XTickLabel',ts3)
grid on

xlabel('Year 2007','Fontsize',12)
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